ideology of formation of competences, and the activity paradigm has to succeed a paradigm of transfer of knowledge. Problems of identification and transfer of modern ways of the organization and management of cognitive (educational, scientific) work of the person come to the forefront. Methods have also to be changed: projective approach, case-study, for example, in administrative education it is convincingly showed the efficiency of active methods in comparison with passivity of lecture and seminar model.

Focus and orientation to education during the life has to become not additional training but to give the chance to individualize educational trajectories providing by that the tolerance of an education system.

A number of fundamental consequences is connected with it:
- sharp increase in a choice, formation of the open market of educational programs and modules instead of in advance established standard;
- system of recognition of results of education in each module, transparent and clear for everybody;
- new regulation of the educational market; the state can't control quality of educational programs anymore;
- focus of regulation moves to ensuring completeness and reliability of information provided by participants of the market;
- herewith the organizational borders of the education system are smeared as the updating of adequacies and receiving the academic credits can take place also in real production of goods, knowledge, and technologies. It can be realized only in that case.
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**FORMING KEY COMPETENCES OF JUNIOR PUPILS AT THE NATIVE LANGUAGE LESSONS**
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One of the priority tasks of the modern school is to create the necessary and full-fledged conditions for individual development of each child, formation of an active position of subjectivity students in the learning process. The teacher should create conditions for formation and development of key competences of pupils. The article reveals the importance of the competence-based approach and the formation of key competencies for younger schoolchildren, represents the ways and methods of formation of key competencies at the Russian lessons.

The main goal of the 12 - year general secondary education in the Republic of Kazakhstan are formation and development of an educated, creative and competitive personality, capable to live in a dynamic developing environment ready to self-actualization in their own interests and in the interests of society. Students at the same time with knowledge must obtain practical experience, the ability to use this knowledge in real life.

Competence becomes a sphere of the relations existing between knowledge and action in the practice of life. Defining the term «competence» and «competency» A.V. Khutorskoy offers the following definitions. Competence includes a set of interrelated qualities of the person (knowledge, abilities, skills, methods of activity), asked in relation to a specific group of objects and processes, and necessary for quality productive activities. Competence is possession of a person by corresponding competent, including his personal attitude to it and the object of activity. Competence should be understood as a given requirement, the standard of education and training for students and competence is as it actually formed personal qualities and experience activities [1]. Guided by the theory of key competences, we have chosen the main, in our opinion, competence, which forms the teacher in primary school: educational-cognitive, informational and communicative competence.

Educational and cognitive competence supposes to have the ability to set a goal and to organize its achievement, ability to explain its purpose; organization of planning, analysis, reflection, self-evaluation of their educational and cognitive activity; ask questions to the observed facts, find the causes of phenomena, to mark their understanding or misunderstanding in relation to the investigated problem; put cognitive tasks and propose a hypothesis, to choose the conditions of observation or experience, to describe the results, draw conclusions.

Information competence provides skills in working with various information sources: books,
textbooks, reference books; the ability to independently search for, retrieve, organize, analyze and select the necessary information, to organize, to convert, store, and transmit it; possession of skill navigate the information flows, the ability to allocate them in the most important and necessary.

Communicative competence supposes to have the ability to present themselves orally and in writing, write the questionnaire, letter, congratulation; possession by the ways of interaction with others; the ability to speak with oral presentation, to ask a question correctly, to conduct training dialogue; possession of different types of speech activity (monologue, dialogue, reading, letter); possession with the methods of joint activities in the group, methods of action in the situations; the ability to search for and find compromises [2].

The new paradigm of pedagogy moves the centre of problems from the formation of knowledge and skills on the holistic development of the individual. Introduction of a competence approach modifies the contents of education, implementation of the educational process and practice of the teacher. The learning purpose is becoming not a process but by the pupils’ achievement of the certain result. Changing the form and methods of conducting the classes training acquires: the emphasis is on learning through practice, productive, with students working in small groups, forming of individual educational trajectories, the use of interdisciplinary connections. Through the activity approach more fully to manifest and develop the ability of the person, closely linked to the personality-oriented approach, which focuses on accounting and development of the capabilities of a student which is achieved by using various programs, differentiated tasks, out of classes forms of activities, which will much fully solve the problems of individual educational trajectory. Application of modern methods of teaching of the native language enables the formation of key competencies of young learners.

Our students are just starting their way into the mysterious world of linguistics. The teacher’s aim is to light the flame of curiosity and thirst for knowledge in the child. It is possible if a teacher approaches to the teaching of the native language creatively, taking into account the age peculiarities of the children. The child often cannot «take» that that the teacher wants to «give» him. It occurs because the student does not know why he needs these skills and where they can be useful, i.e. there is no motive. The teacher should help the child to determine what material he needs to study at the lesson and where he can apply to his life. Children also learn to communicate with each other, with the teacher, they acquire the ability to conduct debates, to defend their opinion, to prove the correctness of his answer. They formed communicative competence.

At the lessons of native language the younger students often face with the problem of misunderstanding with complicated scientific names of studied spellings and linguistic concepts. To solve this problem, the children themselves can formulate the topic of the lesson, based on the contents of educational material. Pupils do the proposed teacher mental operations (comparison, finding a common and differences, grouping, classification) and come to the right conclusion. They have to carry out related intellectual operations in the form of different tasks coming one by one. [3].

For example: the establishment of semantic communication in words find common, the implementation of the grouping, the exclusion of odd words, the construction of the conclusions. This is the example of an exercise while studying the theme «The first declination of nouns». There are words written on the blackboard: carr…t, seam…n, bi…d, pot…to, b…ll, wri…er and so on. The task: read the written words on the blackboard, and write them on spellings. Insert the missing letters. Look for common in data words (these nouns, a common noun in the singular). Find the odd words among these words and tell me what declination of nouns will be devoted to the topic of today’s lesson. (Among these words one noun is in the first declination singular, others are in the second and third declension. Therefore, the topic of today’s lesson is «The first declination of nouns».)

All the exercises have an element of entertaining, it creates interest at the lessons of the Russian language, causes positive emotions and mobilizes psychological qualities of students for productive work at all subsequent stages of the lesson. There is carried intensification of knowledge by asking questions: «Where have you met with this object, phenomenon, reception etc? Where do you think in life you will need that knowledge?» Answering these questions students focus their attention on independent cognitive activity. There is occurred the process of obtaining the reality knowledge and mastering the methods of cognitive problems. The conclusions according to their observations and research children make themselves. During such work at the lesson the students in the primary grades are forming a number of the key educational competencies, which are: educational-cognitive, informational, communicative.

It is very convenient to use a problem situation at the lessons of the native language in primary school. If the lesson begins with the situation based on the real life of a child, all children will involve to the work without any exception, even the most passive will be interested, and they will receive good knowledge. For example: The subject f the lesson is «Greeting»: The task is to write a greeting card, a letter, a message to a friend. The theme is «The Spelling of Ù at the end of nouns after sibilant consonants» - You are sellers at the store. Write the labels to toys and books: mya…, me…, obpu…, re… and etc.

An important indicator of formation of cognitive competence in children is the availability of developed spelling. The student should be able to find
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the location of the hard writing, determine the type of spelling and apply the rules of writing in practice. Each spelling we denote (by agreement) as a signal light of a particular colour. Soft vowel tested accented with a red signal light, unaccented vowels excluded accented with yellow, paired voiced and voiceless consonants - blue, consonants green etc. This technique develops the pupils spelling vigilance, forms the educational-cognitive competence. In order to deliver the signal light of the desired colour, you need to not only find a dangerous place, but remember the view spelling.

The degree of understanding of the learning material is increasing, its memorization is improving and intellectual development of students is growing with the drafting of generalizing schemes, tables. Students start to work on them after the formulation of verbal output when the material is mainly understood, accepted, generalized, and its processing deepens and systematizes the acquired knowledge. This activity can initially be collective, then it has a group and individual character. The effectiveness of the schemes and tables is that that the signs and communications were allocated by the children themselves in their own actions. Tables with elements of modelling allow to give children difficult linguistic concepts by more accessible form.

Application of game techniques allows the transition to unusual for children scientific names spelling rules make smooth and affordable, promotes the formation of key competencies of young learners. The game elements are not a substitute for a fully scientific names spelling, and accompany them, facilitating children's perceptions of spelling rules, and their application in practice. But the main achievement live a genuine interest in the lessons of the Russian language manages to cause not only motivated students, but also the so-called «satisfactory» students. They like that dry spelling rules came to action and took a curious nature. For example: the theme «Spelling audited unstressed vowel in the root of the words» we with the children presented as a game of «Find the parent of the word with doubtful vowel in the root». First, we find out that in the world of people, children tend to resemble their parents or grandparents. Students with interest are beginning to remember that the eyes of the same colour as someone from their relatives. Then there is association with the world of words. Words like people are related and similar with their «eyes» - vowel letters. Checking words we call «father» or «mother», and checked words by their «babies». Children enthusiastically start to search for «parents» for the words «children». This work is carried out simultaneously with calling of scientific name of this spelling, and is not a complete replacement of the terminology used in the tutorial. This technique facilitates the transition from the world of children's games in the world of scientific linguistic terms, and helps to realize the principle of humanization of training.

This method of studying material increases motivation of learners: «Correct - incorrect approval». Students are offered several statements from not studied themes, children should select true statements, relying on their own experience or just guessing. At the stage of reflection you need to go back to the reception, to determine whether any of the claims were correct and what was incorrect.

Younger school age is the initial stage of entering into research and development, laying solid foundation for further mastering it. In their work with students, we use the method of projects and scientific research, which frees the child, increases the level of cognitive activity, learning motivation, promotes emotional balance and confidence. In the project activity should include pupils gradually, starting from the first grade. At first they are available collective creative matters: «33 sisters», «Bouquet of polite words», «Visiting grandfather Kornei», and in the third and fourth grades, students with great interest carry out quite complex projects.

The active use of the design and research method allows to form and progressively develop at the students all kinds of key competences. A high level of cognitive interest of students is expressed in the ability to independently search for information, selecting a source of information, selection and classification of the received material; ability to cooperate in groups, in a team; adequate self-esteem of students, to the quest for creativity, self-realization.

Modern lesson is impossible without using of information and communication technologies. Use a computer and an interactive whiteboard can be in the group, steam room and individual work: individually, developing self-control and research skills; in pairs, developing skills of cooperation, mutual assistance; design and presentation of creative projects, alternative homework; as a source of educational information when working in groups and individually; writing the material for self-examination and discussion.

All these methods of work with the computer at the lesson are used with the purpose of intensification of self-educational activity of the students. Students are gaining new knowledge from different sources of information: educational literature, encyclopaedias, dictionaries, reference books, mass media, Internet resources. It is important to teach children, finding the right information when working with different sources, critically evaluate it, revealing reliability. Getting new information from various sources, students use different methods: observation, reading and writing, listening. Then they process the information received: analyze, generalize, classify, compare, and distinguish causes, effects to get the desired result. An important component for the information competence of students is the conversion of information from one form to another and selection the most convenient form. They may be texts, tables, diagrams, illustrations [5].
Thus, for the formation of key competencies we need modern methods and techniques of the organization the educational process. Including the lessons job competence-oriented nature of the job, involving a student's ability to be creative activities, we form the competences of the younger students. Pupils increase creative activity, internal motivation, intellectual development, level of independence, the cohesion of the team, all this can improve the efficiency, quality training and education of the younger students. Work with the use of new forms and methods, which aimed at forming key competences of pupils, allows the teachers to improve and increase their competence.
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Formation of different geo-ecological situations as a result of action of geological processes and technogenic factors happens in the urbanized territories in the cities where lives the main population [1-4]. Complex influence of geodynamic active zones and geochemical anomalies on environment and incidence (especially – children of primary school age) is established in the territory of the city of Perm by the medico-geoecological analysis. Integrated geodynamic active area (high density of tectonic lineaments) and geochemical anomaly (Pb, Ni, Zn, Mn, Cr – in soil, groundwater, snow cover, bioenvironment children) placed in the center of the Industrial District. The school building is located within this zone has experienced subsidence, cracks on the walls; local geopathic plots (biological discomfort zones) were marked inside the building. It was important to establish the most adverse health abnormal points and avoid being in their children for a long time.

The Program «Healthy Kids» was designed (teacher T.A. Kopylova and author) to positive change in the school environment through a special system of measures. The main goal of the program – the creation of the educational process of primary school (grades 1-4) conditions for the preservation and strengthening of the physical, mental, and spiritual health of children, prevention of disease and the acquisition of skills for a healthy lifestyle conducive to the formation of children attitude to their own health. New technologies aimed at improving the health of schoolchildren have been developed. The program includes four areas: 1) building and maintaining emotional state (through success), 2) the inclusion of health-saving technologies in the educational process, and 3) vitagenny training (accumulation of life experience) and 4) work with parents to ensure the continued health of children. Positive experience of the program for 12 years on the examples of three entire issues of primary school was obtained. Physical and mental health of all children in the period of study has not deteriorated, the momentum of improvement in visual acuity and posture, as well as resistance to various diseases has been established.
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This paper presents the analysis of the competence-based teaching approach to scientific cycle disciplines, as well as methodology of competences forming.